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ABSTRACT
In a previous edition Of this publication, the author reported on the current findings in second
language reading research and the situation in JapaneSe universities in general(Sargent, 1992) The
present study is based in part upon those findings,For the reader's convenience,the first section of this
paper is a brief summary of the findings of that research A discussion of r「ottori X」niversity General
Education students is also presented to provide additional, rnore specific data on the context of this
study This study attempts to compare the relative effectiveness of the instrumental mOtivation of
learners, with inherently motivating activities in EFL reading classes, by comparing the results of a
straightforward comprehension―based approach with a more innovative reading―skills prOgram. The
relative effectiveness of the programs is to be deterHlined by the results of a reading ability pretest and
pOsttest designed specifica■y for this study 「Γhe reading skills prOgram都/a expected to provide better
results because this progralaa 、vas expected to use more inherently interesting activities that would
engage students' interest in classroom activities to a greater extent than the comprehension―based
approach ln addition, these activities would be reading skills designed specifically to il■aprOve their
general reading ability,「Fhe results are not unequivocal This is partly because of shortcomings in the
design Of the study Nevertheless, the results do show that both programs、vere effective, suggesting
that the use of instrumental rnotivation should nOt be overiooked as a useful a■y in syHabus planning,
and may be combined都′ith both reading sk'1ls and extensive reading programs.
PART I BACKGROUND
A. Summary of Research Findings
ln discussing the Enghsh language needs and wants of Japanese university students,Sargent
(1992)concluded that while an four skills need to be addressed,froni a practical point of vie、v,
students、vin most likely be using their written skills more than their oral language skills.
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Thus, it appears appropriate that even though there is a general cam across the nation in rnany
educational circles for increased oral language skillinstruction,reading and writing instruction
should not be excessively subordinated to this otherlvise overdue movement. If the reading
ability of students is generally intermediate, then it shOuld be feasible to teach a reading skills
program that aiins at helping students transfer their Japanese reading skills into English.
Finally,the fOcus Of reading research and pedagogy is on the learner,and thus it is apprOpriate
to consider a learner―center d pedagogical approach.
B. Tottori University General Education Faculty Students
Durillg the first semester of 1992, the Engnsh Departlnent of the Faculty of General
Education conducted a survey of an 1242 second year students in the faculty(Ikadatsu et al.,
1992). In the 994 vahd responses it was found that a■laJor y of st den s reported that they
would prefer to study oral skills in Englsh as opposed to reading and writillg skills.IIo、vever,
this attitude is not reflected in student behavior. While Englsh is a compulsory subject, it is
possible for students to substitute the core reading classes(《A''course)with oral communica―
tion courses (〔(B" course). 1lowever, the former are fuHy attended 、vhile the latter are
sometimes under―s bsc ibed. While students expressed a disdain for literature, they reported
that their preferred choice of reading matter was nOvels, 28.3%, light essays, 18.3%, or
cultural topics, 17.3%.Such results suggest that students at rrottori university share the same
lack of clear purpose characteristic of Japanese university students in general(Sargent, 1992).
In recent discussions with Tottori X」niversity students the author has learned that although
many high school students aspire to be ada?tted to a university such as′ot ori l」niversity, it
is not unusual for the students who are eventually ad■litted to also carry a sense Of disappoint‐
ment. frhe reason for this is that virtuany all university students in Japan hold out hopes,
nurtured in high school, of being ad■litted to a more pronlinent institution than the one they
finany enter. Students are encouraged to ailn high――i deed beyond their reach in many cases
―in order to be ad■?tt d to the most distinguished institution possible. Some, undoubtedly,
are able to breathe a sigh of rehef, however, many harbor the feehng that they deserved
better.
Although students spend their first t覇「O years in General Education, they are still identified
with the faculty they will eventuaHy graduate from. Thus, classes are organized by faculty.
Englsh classes usuany comprise about 60 students Of E?Xed proficiency. A few students seem
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to have a considerably better grasp of Enghsh than most,and a few have a rather poor grasp.
By far the maiority COuld be described as pre―intermediate to intermediate in their reading
ability.
Students are enrOned in many more courses and spend much more time in classes here than
students in Western universities. In fact, their weekly timetable is more like that of a higll
school student, On top of that, they also spend a great deal of time involved in club activities.
And, 1lke their Western counterparts, they often hold down part tiine iobS as ttrell. 
′rhus,
students in their first two years of General Education have only a nmited amount Of time
outside classes for independent study. The net result is that each particular course receives
hnlited attention beyond the classroom.
C. IIotivation
Views on the role of motivation in second and foreign language learning have been varied
and在?Xed. I■owever, most commentators agree on one pointi this is one of the single most
important factors in determinilag the success or failure of language students.1
Although the word タタο″υttθη is intuitively appeahng, it has proved rather difficult to
quantify and study in terms of its effects on language learning. One of the most useful ways
of discussing motivation in the language learning context is the ケηサ彊r夕α″υι/″熔″物タヶι%チ2′
dichotomy(Gardner and Lambert, 1972).r%s″紡物ι%力′motivation refers to I■otivati n to
learn a language as a means to、v rd achieving certain goals, such as furthering a career,
reading technical material or meeting an educational requirement. r%チ¢g術2″υι motivation on
the other hand refers to the desire to integrate and identify、vith the ta get language culture.
While some studies have pointed to the superiority of one kind of rnotivation over the other,
other studies have found the opposite(Brown 1987, 116 and Larsen―Freema and Long 1991,
173). Needless to say, both forms of motivation have been shown to have considerable
influence on the learning outcome.
An earlier paradigm forwarded on the motivation conundrum is the ttη″%s〃/筋″%sん
dichotomy. Here, the dichotolny refers to the difference between motivation that generally
stems from within the individual, and motivation which is seen as driven largely by factors
external. Philosophically,it is possible to argue that an motivation,by definition,must come
froHl within. That is, that perhaps with the exception of the most extreme forms of coercion
――akin to torture――no pressure form outside can affect a person's behavior unless the person
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agrees to a1low it to have such influence. And thus, the rnotivation is no longer external,but
has becOme internahzed by the act Of choosing. Ho、v ver, for pract cal purposes, it is useful
to distinguish between the kind of motivation that emerges naturany on its own, and the kind
of mOtivation that is initially prompted by external, usually social, factors.
These fOur cOmponents can be arranged in a matrix adapted from Kathleen Bailey (1986)
as in the figure below:
INTRINSIC EXTRINSIC
IntegrativeL21earner wishes to
integrate with the L2 culture
(e. g., for inl=nigration or
marriage)
Someone else wishes the L2 1earner to kno、v
the L2 fo  integrative reasons(e, g , parents
n Japan send their children to an English
language lnternational sch001)
InstrumentalL21earner wishes to achieve
goals utiliらing L2(e. g , for
a career)
Ex ernal power wants L2 1earner to learn L2
(e. g. corporation sends」panese
businessman to U.S for language training
lヽrith few exceptions, students here, as one would expectin most EFIンSettings,will belong
to the instrumental category. What is nOt so clear, however, is how much students are
intrinsically r140tivated,and hOw lnuch they are extrinsicaHy lnOtivated.In all likelihood,these
two labels are not so much separate categories as ends of a continuum with individual students
located somewhere in between, depending upon their particular blend Of these two characteris―
tics.
Evidence of intrinsic motivation in the classroom is difficuit to substantiate. Students have
reported that they、vould vёry rnuch like tO have a good grasp of English.They have stated that
they wOuld study Enghsh even ifit were not required. IIo、vever,this mOre global attitude does
not necessarily translate into intrinsically motivated students in the classroom. All through
high school,students have been exposed to an exanination―passing oriented educ  system.
Unless they already have a genuine intrinsic interest in Englsh, it is surely unrealstic, then,
to expect them to suddenly discover some inner desire to better their Engish upon entering
university. Probably students' mOst irnlnediate need is to pass the course―a clear case of
instrumental rnotivation.
AIthOugh Rod EHis(1993)observes that language teachers cannOt reany do very much to
influence learners'instrumental or integrative motivation, teachers are able to have influence
over how much the in―class activities areゲη力ιγι%チかmOtivating. That is, teachers are able to
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design the activities themselves, in、vays that may encourage students to actively participate
in procedures、vhich are inherently engaging. This does nOt refer to an additional form of
motivation, but rather to a way of designing and describing classroom activities.
On the one hand this could be interpreted as teachers taking on the additional role of
entertainer―一something they may have neither the desire nor the training for. On the other
hand, this could provide the opportunity for teachers to be creative in the way they present
activities.Thus,it is fair to say that in all likehhood, most students at rrottori X」niversity are
more or lessルsチ効物ι%カチ妙 mOt?ated, while teachers endeavor to make their lessons as
励力ι陀%ヵmot?ating as possible.
PART II.THE STUDY
A.Overvlew
The purpose of this study is lilnited to general findings only and is nOt intended to reach a
definitive conclusion on any one variable. frhe objective is to compare the efficacy of tttro
different programs. One prograln would be based on the assumption that because students are
mostly motivated instrumentally, they win readily engage in general reading activities that
contribute directly to their passing a course. The other course ttπould be based on the assump‐
tion that students would engage in meaningful and interesting tasks that have minilnal value
in contributing to覇′ard their passing the course, if they are sufficiently inherently motivating。
These tasks would also be designed to help them read better in Englsh. ′rhus a parallel
assumption、vould be that students would actually improve more in this program because such
tasks could be made more in line with the results of reading improvement research, reported
by Sargent(1992), and students could take greater advantage of them because they would
enlist greater active participation. Tlle point of the study is to determine the relative effective‐
ness of these t、vo programs by assessing the amount of improvement students make in their
reading ability as a result of participatilag in the programs, as measured by the difference
between their pretest and posttest results.
In the first course, students would have to read in order fulfili the requirements that would
be graded and which would contribute to their passing the course. In the other course students
would be offered lessons designed to be inherently interesting while also imprOving their
reading ability. Here,participation would not be assessed or used in deterIYiining grades for the
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course一thus removing the instrumental factor. AlthOugh strictly speaking, both groups are
experilnental, for the sake of convention, the former was labeled the control group and the
latter the experimental group. The former group was chosen to be labeled the coェitrol group
because the prOcedure in this class more closely fono、vs the procedure in ma y reading text
books, Preparation fOr this class would therefore be■linirnal. On t  other hand, the proce‐
dure in the second class is rnOre innovative,and―expecially in this context一bett r suits being
described experimental. Preparation fOr this class would be much more complex, as each
、veek's work would depend a lot on feedback frOni the previous week's work.
Regarding appropriate content and material,for the control class, something with reading
passages and comprehension questions which could be easily marked right or wrong was
chosen. Students would be basicamy reading in Order to answer questions in order to score
points in order to pass the course. Any iFnprOVement in reading would result simply froni the
practice of reading sufficiently well to answer comprehension questions, with no reference to
specific skills, strategies or techniques.
For the experimental group, however, a reading skills progranl would be taught. It was
assumed that a reading skills program could be made mOre innovative and interesting in
contrast to the rather straightforward kinds Of comprehension exercises in he contr01 class.
On the surface, then, the study may appear to be comparing the relative effectiveness of
two different kinds of reading programs. IIowever,the reason for choosing these two kinds of
programs rests not only upon review of second language reading research, but also upon an
analysis of the role of lnotivation in the EFL setting.
Preparation for the experimental group would be much more involved in the planning stages
of this study as wen as during each、veek of teaching. What follows is an overview of the
development of this program.
It was deemed inaportant to、vork in a way that had students balancing their top―do、vn nd
bottom―up processilag skills in order to encourage the interactive process as much as possible.
Given the limited time available, it was decided to focus mOre on students'forlnal schemata
development, as this is something that they can more readily transfer to subieCtS Of their
particular interest or focus. Some activities would be done to help students activate their
content schemata for some readings, but this would nOt be central to the readillg instruction.
When wOrking with the development Of students'formal schemata for Enghsh passages, the
attempt wOuld be made to focus on some of the mOre basic skills to begin覇/ith and th n move
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toward patterns of organization near the end of the program.
For tl■e other side of the interactive process――bottom―up processing――not too much class
time would be devoted to overtly drawing attention tO the linguistic characteristics of the text.
Students have already covered a great deal of this in high school. Indeed, their high school
experience of reading in Englsh has already been so weighted toward bottom―up skills it is
possible to exploit this situation by redressing the balance with an overt emphasis on top―down
skills. In the Course of Study issued by the Education A/1inistry there is very little guidance
offered for reading instruction apart froni the goal of colnprehellsion. Intensive reading and
rapid reading are mentioned with nO further explanation (A/1inistry of Education, Science and
Culture,Government of Japan,1983).There is no prOvision for reading skills instruction in the
teaching of JapaneSe either. Thus, it can be assumed that in the reading process, they would
be experiencing the interactive process as they put their lillguistic kno、vledge intO practice.
Nevertheless, two other components tO deal、vith issue of Eng sh grammar、vould be built in.
First of a11,the instructor would always be ava』able as  resource for any students lvho needed
assistance, and secondly students would be working in groups so they would be able to assist
each other when necessary.
Although there would be a risk of tryilag to squeeze too much into the program,work with
speeded reading and automaticity, and schematic mapping、vould also be included. One of the
hallmarks Of a mature reader is the ability to read quickly, and thus it deserves a place in the
program as it can be utilized with the teaching of several of the skills as wen. schematic
mapping could easily be the focus of a study in itself. It provides the opportunity for students
to think more deeply about what they have read and also to create a representation of the
reading that is not too demanding linguistically. Thus, students are able to represent their
reading in a、ハ/ay that does nOt turn a reading lesson into a writing lesson.This alone could also
provide the instructor with ongoing feedback on how well students were comprehending the
texts they、vere deahng with, With about sixty students in each group, this also would anow
me to monitor their work in a time―effect ve way.
In order to ninilnize the number of variables in the study,the same text would be used for
both classes, though students would be、vorki g、vi h it in entirely different ways. As stated
earlier, it isn't possible to knOw precisely how students will be using English in the future,but
it was assumed that they would be using rnore reading and writing than speaking. Something
with general human interest that ,light correspond more closely to Widdows and Voller's
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(1992)力どんナ拓ια″ケηg category seemed most apprOpriate.
Cliven the limited time that classes would be meetillg every week,it seemed wise to also find
something that would minimize their efforts needed to adiuSt to differeli writing styles and
subjects,in other words, something that could be considered to be fulfilhng Krashen's(1981)
description Ofく(narrow reading."This also suggests finding something that maintained some‐
M/hat the same genre so that it、vould not be a major task every Ⅵπeek o activate students'
schemata on the subiect. Rather, a■er an initial adiustment period,hopefuny,students would
know the kinds of things they would be readilag about froln week to week. This could free up
more of their attention to work on the reading process itself.
Reading specialists have stated that it is very importallt to have an extensive reading
component to any reading prOgram.AII the classroom instruction in reading can come together
in the extensive reading component as reinforcement and practice. Indeed one of the mOst
viable reading programs would be one where the extensive reading component would be at the
core and classr00m instruction would primarily be there to support it. However, it was
eventually decided nOt to include an extensive reading component in this program.There、vere
two main reasons for this decision. frhe first had to do with logistics。「rhe hbrary here at
TOttOri l」niversity at present does not have sufficient Englsh language books to support such
an enterprise. Setting up a sman library fronl my office proved to be too irnpractical at this
stage, though in future that is a real possibility. lrhe second reason、vas that it is not po sible
to be certain about how much reading out of class students would be hkely to engage in.
Students already have a heavy tirnetable of classes, club activities, and part tilne iobS and it
seems unhkely that many students would be wilhng to give up much of their precious free time
reading somethillg in Englsh for pleasure.
B,Design
As stated earlier, this study was illtended to be exploratory in nature as opposed to
attempting to come to a definitive conclusion about the effects of any one variable.There were
too many variables between the control group and the experilnental grOup,beyond an experi‐
menter's control, to warrant such experimental rigor. Classes met once a week for 100
minutes, and each class also met for the same amount of time、vith a JapaneSe teacher also
teaching reading. It would be impossible to claim that differences between the control and
experimental group、vere exclusively the FeSult of one teacher's treatments alone,as each class
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also had a different Japanese teacher teaching different material.
Two first year(《A"course)classes from the same faculty一Engineering―w re hosen to
be used as the experirnental and colatrOl groups. The first class of 62 students met at 8:40 on
Tuesdays and this became the control group. ′rhe s cOnd class of 56 students met at l:10 on
Wednesdays and this became the experimental group. The reading text chosen――F物タιοぅ侭
攪 密θ%α″魔cs by Fieg,(1988)―一seemed apprOpriate to their level as well as their interests.This
is a book about the lives of AInerican movie stars, singers, and sports personalities, with
comprehension questions following each chapter. In short, the contrOl group would be given
the task of working through the exercises in the textbook, and the experilnental group would
use the readings in the book in a variety of other ways in accordance、vi h a reading skills
program.
卜Cany aspects of the classes、vere organized in similar ways. On the first day of class, a
course outhne was given out to point out the organizational aspects of the course and the goals
of the course, and then students sat the pretest. They were to work in groups of three and
complete an assignment each week which would be evaluated and the grade recorded. Conec‐
tively these grades would account for 50% of their final grade, 覇/ith the res  of their grade
conling from a test―in this case the posttest―and clas  participation. Each group had one
notebook to record their weekly prOiect and rOtated the responsibility of secretary.
In other ways the classes were completely different. The control group classes followed a
set routine. At the beginnillg of the class, groups exchanged notebooks, then the class would
be guided through the list of questions that comprised the previous week's assignment with
students caning out their answers and rnarking the notebooks in front of them. The number of
correct answers、ハ/ould be totaled and then the notebooks returned. Any misunderstandings
覇/ere sorted out and finally the notebooks were collected and their grades recorded. The next
personahty to be studied Mπould be briefly introduced and then students would begin、vork on
the next assignment,If they did not finish ansⅥrering the questions by the end of the class,they
automaticany had hOmework to do before the next M/eek's class. While they lvere working on
each assignment the instructor circulated and gave assistance as needed and also conducted
intervie、s覇/ith groups to discuss their、vork.
Students ttrere assigned to H?xed proficiettcy grOups based upon the results of the pretest,
such that each three person group consisted of one superior student, one average student and
one weak student, Students were ranked froni top to bottonl first, and then three lists were
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made. The first list was the top one third of the students, the second list the middle third of
the students and the third list the bottoni third of the students.From here, the first from each
lst were put into one group, the second frOm each list into the next grOup etc. That is, frOm
a class of 60 or so students,students#1,#20 and#40 were in one group.′rhe ratiOnale for th s
came from Grabe(1991)where he advocated the use of cooperative learning, discussed earher
(Sargent,1992).This speciac method of making up groups comes from Daniel Fader(1976)。
The prOcedure in each experillnental group class was organized around the particular
reading skill that was the focus Of that particular lesson. AlthOugh some of the questions from
the book were used sometimes, it was only in a specific、vay in order to give practice with a
particular reading skill――such as skiln■ling or scannilag.In the experilnental grOup,ilastead of
assigning students to their three person groups according to their proficiency, students were
allowed to make up their own groups.2 while students in the control group class spent a good
deal of time working on their assignment in class, in the experimental class, a lot of time in
every class was spent wOrking together intettively on sOme particular reading skill, with a
relatively short project assigned at the end Of the class to be begun in class and if not
completed, then finished as homework. This assignment was usuany designed to reinforce the
reading skill covered in the lessOn. In the control group class, assignments were given a
discrete point score based on the number Of right or wrong answers, but in the experiFnental
class, assignments、vere usuany given a letter grade.
Here is an outline of the 12-class, one―sem ster curriculu■l for the experilnental group
classi
l. Orientation, give out class outhne and give pretest.
2.Previewing
3. Predicting
4. Schematic Mapping-level one
5, Finding the Topic and WIain ldea and continue Schematic ? apping
6. It is not necessary to read every wordi Speeded Reading and ttlapping level two
7. Scanning
8. Patterns of Organization l――Listing, and Tiine Order
9. Patterns of Organization 2-―Cause and Effect, and Comparison
10. Skirnnling for the four patterns
ll, Skilnnling and SurIIInarizing
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12, Posttest
The first two classes on previewing and prёdicting served the dual purpose of providing
practice with these techniques in English, and also famiharizing students with a way of
working that they were most likely used to in Japanese, but not in English. For previewing,
some prepared texts were introduced and after a brief explanation of the reasons fOr preview―
ing and the steps involved, students were given the opportunity to preview the texts for very
short periods of tiine and then they answered yes/no questions about the text. lΓhey、vere
pleasantly surprised to find out how much they could understand and alaswer with such brief but
focused exposure to the text. frhey were then assigned a unit frO■l the t xt, g ven a few
■linutes to preview it and then required to ans、ver the ser es of yes/no questions frorn the text.
Again students could see how much they were able to grasp in a very short period of time.
With predicting, students were shown sOme pictures before having to predict 、vhat they
thought would happen next.Following that,students were given a series of headlines and they
predicted what the stories were about.A/1oving to the textbook,a story about a famous person
was selected and students were asked to make five questions about the story that they expected
to be answered in the story.frhe instructor circulated and offered assistance and then had them
go ahead and read the story and then answer their own questions as best they could.
Along with the various reading skills we 、vere going to be practicing, students were
instructed in the use of schematic rnapping(Hanf, 1971)as a way of deepenilag their compre―
hension Of what they were reading as wen as giviltg them a useful device that they could apply
to their studies in Japanese. In this first class with mapping, students sirnply found the tOpic
of the text and wrote this in a box in the nliddle of a page and then put the key poi1lts of the
story in boxes surrounding the topic.The usefuiness of this practice was explained and a rnodel
map on one of the readings covered in the previous class was offered A/1ost students noted this
down and then、vent on to making a map of the next assigned readilag.
The idea of topics and main ideas were introduced in this graphic way and then students
went on to do some more practice with simply listing the topic and main idea of a passage.
A/1ost students could do this fairly easily, but others had a great deal of difficulty and groups
、vere caned upOn to help each other with this task while l also circulated and offered assis‐
tance. Finany, another chapter from the text was chosen and students, 、vorking in their
groups,produced another rnap showing only the topic and the main ideas surroundilag this topic
―level l lllapping.
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The idea that it isn't necessary to read each and every覇〆ord in Ord r tO understand what the
text is about was introduced in the next lesso14. ThiS was intended to reinforce the experience
that students had had with previewing by givilag theni cloze texts to read、vhere words had been
dehberately deleted and then doillg an oral comprehension exercise. Once again students had
limited tilne to read the passage and then answer questions. ふ江ost of thenュwere able to se  for
themselves how rnuch they could grasp froni a text where they weren't able to know what every
word、vas. It was hoped that this would also boost their confidence in reading materials in
Enghsh too rapidly to do formal translations into Japanese and yet be able to see that they
grasped the key points. Following this exercise, the idea of schematic mapping onto leve1 2
mappillg、vas developed.「Γhis meant including some of the illlportant details around the key
points. The next reading in the text was assigned and students made a leve1 2 map of it.
The seventh class was devoted to scannillg. This was another exercise in having students
work quickly with a text without translating or reading every word. Students、vere giv n a
initial introductory explanation of the prOcedure and its rationale, and then given some
prepared texts with which they were to work as rapidly as they could to find the ans、vers to
questions caned out by the instructor. This was fonowed by a similar activity using their text
book. I began asking questions about characters in the book at random and had groups
compete with Pach other to find the answer first, Students became very involved with this
game-1lke activity. Groups then 、70rked with other groups to continue the procedure 覇′ith
smaller numbers of students. f「heir prevlous weeks'work with mapping showed that too fe、v
students had a workable grasp of how to use it, and so the class finished off with an explana‐
tion of some Of the shortcomings of their previous maps. Students were then assigned a ne覇/
reading froni their text to be mapped.
The next three classes were devoted to looking at patterns of textual organization, In the
first class, time―order and listing patterns were dealt Mrith and in the next class, cause―effect
and comparison were covered. Students were given minimalintroduction to these concepts and
a rationale for the usefuiness of knOwing the predoH?nant pattern of a passage. After that,
they did somё exa ples with the wllole class before being assigned related exercises froln their
reading text. This actuany proved to be one of the mOst difficult tasks to do and覇/as m t with
only limited success. Only a few groups were able to accurately identify the patterns of the
passages assigned and show the rnarkers which indicated which pattern was in use.ヽ江ost of the
passages assigned contained parts of more than one pattern, although there was always one
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clear pattern which predonlinated.
In the next lesson, skilruning was introduced by practicing skilnnling passages to identify
their predonlinant pattern. With silnple and short passages of no mOre than three or four
sentences, this proved to be no obstacle, but with longer more colnplex passages, many
students were clearly becoming overwhelmed, while others were able to identify the patterns
with little difficulty,「rhe students wOrked with sOme fairly short and silnple paragraphs to
begin with, and then skil■med them fOr a limited time befoFe SumEll■ing therlt up in one
sentence. The readilag、vas not  problem,but usuany students chose the topic sentence of the
paragraph as the summary. In some cases this was adequate but in others it、vas clearly not
enough.
In the last class before the sum:ner break students from both grOups sat the posttest and
fined out a survey. Both the survey and its results are shown in the Resuits section below.
The pretests and posttests were developed as paranel tests.3「Fh  first exercise in each test
was a multiple choice cloze activity designed to check for the presence of prediction skills with
the pretest and for the development of these skills in the poutest. The second exercise was a
multiple chOice comprehension test to assess readil■g comprehen ion ability.「rhe third exercise
was an editillg task where students had to cross out the extra words l had added to various
parts of each sentence in the passage, In Order to do this successfully,readers must be able to
grasp the text not only on the sentence level, but also on the discourse level. This exercise
therefOre tests students'ability to grasp the cohesion Of the passage, None of these exercises
were the sarne as activities we、vere doing in either class.
It is practically impossible to design a pretest and posttest that are absolutely identical in
terms of difficulty, but it is necessary to try to make them as close as possible. I conducted
an independent examination with a class outside this study to compare the degree of difficulty
of the twO tests. The results indicated they were not significantly different fOr the purposes of
this study.
C.Results
The average scores for the two classes on the pretest and posttest are summarized in table
l below.
These results are remarkable for the degree of silnilarity between the two groups. There
is no significant difference in their average pretest scores, posttest scores, or the difference
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TABLE l
AVERAGE SCORES FOR PRETEST AND POSTTEST
Control Group Experilnental Group
Ex.1Ex.2Ex.3TotalEx.1Ex.2Ex.3Total
Pretest
?
．
?
???
?
．
?
???
?
．
?
??? 16.6%
?
．
?
???
?
．
?
???
?
。
?
???
18°/。
Posttest
??
．
?
???
??
?
?
???
?
。
?
??? 40.4%
??
，
?
???
??
?
?
???
?
．
?
??? 40.9%
Change
?
．
．
???
?
?
．
?
???
? 十Υ +23.8%
?
。
?
???
?
?
．
?
???
?
?
．
．
???
?
+22.9%
between the two tests for the t、vo groups,The average scores for each exercise show the same
high degree of similarity.「rhe experilnental grOup shows no significant improvement over the
control group. In fact, the contrOl group shows shghtly more improvement, but again the
difference is not big enough to show a real difference. What is slgnificant, however, ls the
degree of improvement that both groups showed.
Table l above, sho、vs the differences in the average scores of the classes. It is also
interesting to note, however, how wem many individuals had improved their scores froni the
pretest to the pOsttest. Tables 2 and 3 below show the number of students on the vertical axis
and the number of poirlts they improved on between their pretest and the posttest scores on the
horizontal axis for the control group and experirnental group respectively. frhese tables show
the amount of change made by the students who made the greatest improvement in their
posttest scores over their pretest scores. frhe rest of the students illnproved on their pretest
scores by only fourteen points or less. These tables should reveal the number of students who
were able to grasp and utili5e the reading skills instruction best.
Ho、vever, as these tables show, it is not possible to conclude that any individuals frona the
experirnental group actuaHy outperformed anyone in the control grOup. In fact, the tables
show that 70%of all樹le colltrol group imprOved by 15 poillts or more,while 64%of all the
experilnental group improved by the same margin. In addition, 32% of the COntrol group
improved by more than t、venty points、vhile onty 22%of the experimental group ilnproved by
a similar margin,
In addition to the tests, students were given the fonOwing Survey, the results of which are
summarized beneath it.
ョ
?
?
ョ
?
】
?
?
?
?
?
?
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TABLE 2
POINTS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
PRETEST AND POSTTEST:CONTROL GROUP
15   16   17   18   19   20   21   22   23   24   25   26   27
1he number of tthts improvenetlt h posttest over pretest scores
TABLE 3
POINTS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
PRETEST AND POSTTEST:EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
15   16   17   18   19   20   21   22   23   24   25   26   27
引随 number of points improveAnent h posttest over pretest scores
?
?
?
?
ぁ
】。
?
?
?
?
?
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Survey
l. Fronl this course, Iny reading in Engnsh has become faster.
2.Now l know more about力οtt l read in Enghsh.
3, After l graduate and begin work,I will probably need to read and write lnore than Speak
in English.
4. Ia■l ellJoying reading about famous people.
5. The weekly notebook assigrllnents are too long.
6. By working in a group l am learning lnore than if l was working on lny own.
7.I would like to practice ψια々ケタ9g in English more than ttα″歩Υ  in Engli甑.
8. If Englsh was not a compulsory subiect, I WOuld stin ch00se to study it.
9. I aln enJOylng this class.
The statements in the survey were translated into」apanes o fac』itate s u ents'compre‐
hension and to make it as easy and siFnple as possible for students to respond, in order,
hopefully, to make it mOre representative of their genuine feelings and thoughts。「rhe test
results are remarkable for the si■?larities they show between the two classes, but here these
survey results(Tables 4 and 5)point up some significant differences between the two classes.
The first statement shows that the experilnental group generany thought that their reading
speed had made significantly more progress than did the control group. Sirnilarly,the experi‐
TABLE 4
SURVEY RESULTSI CONTROL GROUP
strongly
agree
agree midly
agree
TOTAL
AGREE
TOTAL
DISAGREE
midly
disagree
disagreestrongly
disagree
ユ 3% 19% 37% 59% 41% 14% 27%
2 5% 48% 539る 47°/c 229る 25%
3 5% 24% ■% 400/● 60% 19% 32% 9%
4 21% 41% 27% 89% ■% 6% 3% 2%
5 2% 5% 14% 21% 79% 289る 48% 3%
6 16% 30% 22% 68% 32% 14% 18%
7 22% 29% 27ワ
`
78% 22% 14% 8%
8 18% 38% 25% 81% 19% 8% 8% 3%
9 27°/O 52% 21% 100% 0%
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TABLE 5
SURVEY RESULTSI EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
strongly
agree
agree midly
agree
TOTAL
AGREE
TOTAL
DISAGREE
midly
disagree
disagreestrongly
disagree
1 18% 56% 74% 26% 9% 13% 4%
2 9% 26% 44% 79% 21% 6% 13% 2%
19% 17% 7% 43% 570/O 13% 42°/。 2%
11% 249る 44% 790/O 21% 10% 11%
5 8% 13% 13% 34% 66% 289る 23% 15%
9% 38% 28% 75°/O 25% 19% 6%
7 17% 20% 33% 700/O 30% 21% 9%
19% 26% 20% 65°/O 35% 17% 11% 7%
15% 61% 17% 93°/O 7% 6% 1%
mental group also reported a greater degree of metacognitive awareness of、vhat they were
doing as they read.「rhe results for the fourth statement seena to indicate that mOre students
in the control group found the reading text interesting,and the results for statement eight seem
to poiェlt to there being more students in the control group wllo were interested in studying
English than in the experirnental group.frhe results for the last statement seeni to support the
view that more students in the control group eniOyed the class as a、vhole too. frhe third
statement was included in Order tO compare the vie、vs of these particular students with the
views of other students reported earlier.Students seern to be fairly evenly divided on this issue,
though rnore seern to think they will be using their speaking skilis rather than their readilag and
writing skills in their future careers.「Γhe seventh statement was similarly included to gauge
the students' relative desire for spoken and、vr tten Engnsh. slghtly mOre students in the
control group agreed、vith this statement, but given their relatively stronger degrec of agree‐
ment, it seems that there are more students in the experirnental group urho are sillnply
ambivalent about studying English in any form. The responses to the fifth statement seeln to
indicate clearly that both groups had little difficulty with the amount of work assigned each
week. In retrospect, and beyond any intention on my part, the control group probably had
more、vork to do outside the class than the experiFnental group. Finally, the sixth statement
was designed to give me some direct feedback on ho、v stud n s viewed the effectiveness of their
work in groups. Students completed this survey anonymously and while still seated in a test
formatiOn一no two students sitting adiacent tO each other一so these results are probably fairly
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free Of peer influence.It is worth noting that it、vas the class which formed its own groups that
came out more strongly in favor Of the effectiveness of the grOups. Ho、v ver, both classes
came out over、vhellningly in favor Of wOrking in grOups.
D. Discuss10n
The results do not substa1ltially support the reading skills program as initia■y expected.
The experimental group sho、ved virtuany the same degree of irnprovement as the control
group.IndividuaHy,none of the students in the experi=nental group showed an improvementin
the pOsttest result greater than students in the control group. In addition, the experilnental
group sho、ved no greater enthusiasHl for this kind of instruction either. The only result that
seems to come out clearly in favOr Of the experimental group is their own self report on their
imprOved speed and greater awareness of how they read in Englsh. Before looking at that
result,however, it is、vorth、vhile to look at other factors which rnay have played a part in the
results.
Clearly, one niaiOr dra、vb ck in this study is the assumption that an innovative reading
skills prOgranl wOuld be inherently more motivating than he control group activities. frhe
control group activities appear to have been lnore inherently lnotivating than expected,and the
experirnental group activities、vere less rnotivating than expected.In effect, this result rneans
that this study can no longer really be considered a comparison between two different kinds of
motivation,but rather a comparisOn bet、veen two d fferen  reading programso As such, it still
provides much useful information.
The tirne span Of this study has prObably played the rnost significant role in deterHlining the
lack of difference between the results.4 A twelve week semester, with only ten weeks of
instruction, and classes meeting foF 100 HIinutes Once a week is simply not enough time for a
skllls oriented program to be significantly effective――e peciany with no extensive reading or
voluntary reading to support it.Nearly all the studentss in the colltrol group and rnost students
in other classes outside this study were interviewed during the semester, and virtually no
students dO any reading in Englsh on their own outside the assigned work at university. In
other wOrds,there is no real opportunity for the skllls learned in class to become second―nature
in their reading in Englsh. Every skill presented in class、vas practic d in an inten ive session
in class, but this may not be sufficient for students to really θιυ%the skill.
Along the same lines,it appears that tirne constraints on the tests could easily have worked
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against students、vho were trying to consciously apply skills they had practiced in class. In aH
likehhood, students siFnply fen back upon whatever strategies they have put together over the
past six years of instruction in high school. This would explain the remarkable silnilarity in
scores by the two groups. :rhe differences between the pretest and posttest contexts may
provide another explanation altogether.For example,the pretest was given on their very first
day of classes、vith me during their first week of classes at the university and、vith all the
newlless and distractions, they may、vell have under―perfo med.The posttest by contrast was
given after they had the opportunity to become more accustomed to their classes and also was
to be used for credit for the course, encouraging them to do their level best.
▲nother cOntributing factor to the lack of difference between the grOups could be that
perhaps there were silnply more students genuinely interested in Englsh in the control group,
as the survey results for the eighth statement suggests.This factor rnay have counteracted any
small degree of greater improvement on the part of the experimental group.It was this writer's
opinion about the two classes that the atmosphere in the contr01 group class was lnore pleasaFlt
and conducive to study than in the experilnental grOup class,More students in the experilnental
group class lnade only rninilnal efforts at participating in class work than in the control group.
It is interesting to note here that it、vas t  control grOup, which did not make up its own
groups and which showed shghtly less enthusiasm in the groups, as the results frona the sixth
statement in the survey indicate,which exhibited a rnore favorable learning chmate.The tilne
―of―day of the classes may also have had something to do、vith this.
It is meaningful to look also at the issue of the relative effectiveness of the colltrol group
program. The results of this study are inconclusive, but still it is impossible not to notice the
effectiveness of a prograln where students'passing a course is contingent upon their being able
to read passages sufficiently wen to be able to answer set comprehensiOn questions.This shows
that such a program seems to be at least as effective as a skills oriented program. It does
appear that there were more students in this grOup who 、ver  mot va ed to im rove their
Enghsh, but still the results of the survey also indicate that there were also no students at the
other end who seemed disaffected by this approach. It was expected, that the experimental
group would have a favorable impression of the class,because every effort was rnade to make
it interesting as wen as effective. It、v alSo expected that students would be able to apply
some of whatthey worked on in these classes,in their other subiectS in Japanese,and therefore
for thenl tO experience the relevance of the instruction directly. The control group was not
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ettpected to report comparable enJoyment with the class. In face tO face interviews with
students of this grOup, very fe、v reported an interest in readilag in English, or in regularly
readillg anything in English. Their frankness and openness on this poi:it、vas rnore than a little
surprising. COnsidering this, it was expected that their honest feehngs expressed in a more
anonymOus survey would reveal rnore ambivalence toward this class. It seems,however, that
this kind Of class was actually quite appeahng to students. This will be an area to exanline in
the future and to try and deter■line what it was that was appealing abOut this class. It seems
that as much as the pOpularity of he contrOl group approach was underestimated, the degree
of interest shOwn in the reading skユIIs apprOach was overestilnated.
Perhaps one of the shortcOnlings of the reading skills prOgrani was that it was―for the
students―unusual and unpredictable。「 hese students, not only had to deal with trying to
practice several different skills, but alsO had to try and make sense of them. On the other
hand, the students in the control group had the benefit of a highly predictable and repetitive
prograni where they knew exactly what was expected of them each week. A/1ost likely, the
control progranl would have been the rnOre familiar one for students. Whatever this program
lacked in novelty, it made up fOr in security. Students in the control group were able to
experience rnore success with their particular activities and rnore of a sense of completion each
week.HOwever,this was not always the case fOr the experilnental grOup。「rh y did not always
grasp what was expected of them and must have had to deal with mOre feehngs of frustration
as a result.
This appraisal is not intended as a criticism of innovatiOn in this context, but rather a
warning that it may have important side effects that need to be taken into cOnsideration when
planning such deve10pments. By the same token,this is nOt intended to be blanket support for
the status quc either. Certainly the research reviewed earher suggests improved teaching
methods in the classrOOm. lFet, it may not be necessary to change everything.
It is wOrth noting the self repOrts of the students in the experirnental grOup about having
become faster in their reading in Englsh, and knowing more about how they read in Englsh.
Perhaps the experimental group did benefit frOni the reading skills progra■1, yet not in、vays
that could be detected by the reading tests.「rhe secOn  sta ment in the survey is aimed at
students'self report on a metacognitive ability that was only IInphcitly a part of the reading
skllls program. If indeed, students in the experimental group come away from the program
with a heightened a、vareness of their reading process, then they come a、vay with something
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that rnay well be of lasting benefit for their reading ab』ity in bo  Enghsh and Japanese.
E. Conclusion
This study has been approached frOnl three different points of view, corresponding to the
author's three distinct rolesi student, teacher and researcher. This conclusion, then, will
address three areas related to these three roles――(1)what has b n learned froln the study,(2)
plans to further develop a reading program and (3)areas to research in the future.
(1)At the very least, it is possible to conclude that the teaching of reading skills、vas iust
as effective in helping students improve their reading ability as the control group approach.
Students in the reading skills program reported a greater degrec of metacognitive a、vareness
of their reading.
Most of the assumptions about the student population一in this article above and in the study
by Sargent(1992)it draws upon―have been lnore or less confirmed.The use of light reading
material was received wen, just as the group、vork proved equally popular. frhough more
students reported that they、vill probably need speaking skills more than written language
skills, the resuits are not overwhelrnilagly in support Of this view. In the absence of more
reliable field data of what graduates actualy do, the results of the JACET (1990)survey of
graduates which indicates the significant predon?nance of reading and writing over speaking
skins are the most tenable available. 1lowever there is one notable exception to prior assump‐
tiolts made about students. They seem tO be prepared to do far more work outside the
classroorn than given credit for.
Inevitably, it is impossible to ignore the significance of having final grades contingent upon
class work. This seems to be quite acceptable to students and indeed welcome. Such an
approach to teaching may not be ideal, yet seems quite realstico Such a conclusion is not
entirely unexpected though, as the very design of this study ackno、vledged the efficacy of an
approach based upon instrumental motivation―in this case, learning in order to obtain an
educational requiremerlt. While grades and tests and assessment may have a li■lit d role to
play in language learning and can easily be detriFnental to the process, in this context, the
opportunity also exists for utilizing this situation to the students'advantage. That is to say,
that given the results of research、vhich has found instrumental motivation to prOduce highly
favorable results, and the context here, it is not only reasonable and practical to design
classrOOm activities to reflect this situation, but also a sound pedagogical decision.
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(2)Although the results of this study do not suggest that the reading skills program
significantly improved students'reading ability,neither do they suggest that such an approach
should be abandOned. Indeed, there are clearly several areas of the prograrn initiated which
could be improved, Some of the skills taught in this program proved to be less than essential.
Previewing and predicting are sk11ls that students do nOt reany seem to lack in reading Enghsh.
Like、vise their ability to skiln and scan are not deficient and need not take up valuable class
tilne. Speeded reading is perhaps something that could be incorporated quite separately and
briefly into every class. Schematic mapping on the other hand is something that was not、veH
developed by all students. Those、vho did develop this ability wen were also the better readers.
Probably their better reading allowed theni to map better, rather than the other、vay around,
and so at the very least this did prOvide an excelent means of gainilag feedback on how wen
texts、vere comprehended by students.The very act of becoming better at schematic mapping,
however, requires students to understand texts better anyway――leading to more practice in
reading for understanding by those who need it rnost.Likewise,the ability to identify patterns
of organization in texts was not grasped well by an students in the tilne devoted to this. It
7ヽ0uld Seen■wise in the future to devote more attention to developing this ability. It would be
interesting to see how much better students could read after becomilag proficient in both map
making and identifying patterns of organization. Sunllnarizing seemed to be a less effective
way of encOuraging students to deepen their cOmprehension of texts than schematic mapping
and thus, is by nO means indispettable.
In short, these findings suggest developing a way of working creatively with the kinds of
skills lnost useful for stude:its,in ways where their classroo■l participation counts toward their
final grade for the course. One possible、vay of doing this would be to devote most of the class
time to practicing a particular skill and then design an activity to assess their abinty to use the
skill and have this assessment count toward their final grade. In this way, the pressure if off
students while they are encOuraged to take risks in the practice stage, yet they are also
encouraged to participate kno、ving that later they will be assessed on this ability.Another way
of reducing the pressure on students would be to onty count their best six performances out of
the t、velve for the semester.
Another direction to move in is to develop an extensive reading program.It、vas e courag―
ing to see that students were actuaHy not dismayed by the amount of time they had to spend
on completing assigllments after class if they 、vere not able to conaplete them in class as
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indicated in the results to the fifth statement in the survey. This suggests that an extensive
reading prOgram would be much more welcome than previously imagined. The logistics
involved are not sman however, though neither are they insurmountable.
(3)In terms Of future research, then, it is not always going to be possible to teach such
siHlilar grotlps as this year to allow for comparable experirnental groups and control groups.
However, there are other ways of doing research. For example, IIatch and Farhady (1982)
describe effective ways of doing quasi―experimental research without control groupso W【uch of
what was gained froni this study came directly fronュthe survey g v n to students, in the form
of qualitative data――another possibility for continued research.
It would be valuable,while changing and adapting a reading skills approach,to be able to
record how effectively students were able to master each particular skill.「rhe reading t sts
employed in this study do not reveal this information and were not designed to do so either.
However,given that at least a reading skills program is viable,it would be possible to monitor
the relative success of students with each skill along the lines suggested by Barnett(1989,
147-153).At the end of each course,a self report oniuSt Which skills students themselves found
most beneficial could be ettcited.
As noted above, this was intended to be an exploratory study to help gain a better
understanding of what would be appropriate for this particular context, In that regard the
study has been successful, for although the results are limited, certain directions have been
endorsed for future research and teaching.
NOTES
l. Brown (1987, 114-117)prOvides an overview of research and commentary on the role of motivation in
language learning, while Finocchiaro (1989, 42-52)and Stevick (1976, 48-49)provide practical and useful
discussions of the issue.In terms of ESL/EFL readilag,Eskey(1986,3-4)offers a realistic framework for
reading teachers, vllile Fransson (1984, 86-121)explores in depth the relationttip between extrinsic and
intrinsic motivation in relation to learning and test performance.
2  The case for letting students rnake up their own groups in college Englsh ciasses in Japan has been made
rather fOrcefully by McDonough (1990). This is in contrast to Fader(1976)who makes an equa■y strong
ciaina for having teachers lnake up the groups.IM/anted to try both ways and compare the resul偽一especially
affectively
3  There Mァere three exercises in each test, and the original reading passage that formed the basis of each
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exercise,came from a different place.That is,exercise l in both tests came flom the same text(Hill 1981);
exercise 2 in both tests came from another source(Ramsay 1986),and exercise 3 in bOth tests came from a
third location (Taniguchi and Hartley 1992). However, in each case the material、vas substantia■y rewor‐
ked.
4. Grabe(1991, 379)notes that, 改reading a¢υ¢|。,sぎG′%α′か,the reader does not become fluent suddenly or
immediately fonowing a reading development course  Rather, fluent reading is the product of iong―term
effort and gradual improvement."He goes on to point out that it cannot sinlply be taught in one or two
courses.
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